MIRROR like a
COMUNICATION

In particular, the woman with her back turned, represents the stylist Olga
Cantelli, to whom the foundation is dedicated, while the six women
reflected in the mirror represent the six training courses offered today by
the Foundation.
The mirror is intended as a connecting element between the talent of the
past and the future, in a continuos exchange of reflections in
communication. For Olga’s dress has used an authentic floral fantasy of the
Foundation, while for the clothes of the six women reflected, the same
fantasy is proposed with a revisited graphic.

TALENT & WOMAN

This illustration comes from a keyword - TALENT - and from an iconic
image of the Foundation - WOMAN.

MEMORY

SCULPTURE

This drawing takes inspiration from the theme of MEMORY and its
importance for young creatives. Just like bouys in the middle of the
sea, the ARCHIVES of the Foundation play a role of orientation and
reference in the immense “sea of creation”.
In particular, the two buoys represent the two different types of
archives present in the Foundation: physical and digital archives.
The sea, with imaginative and original waves, wants to symbolically
indicate the creative world.

SEA like a
CREATION

PHYSICAL

DIGITAL

MULTIMEDIA WALKWAY

the FUTURE

FOREST like a

The design of this t-shirt is based on the important binomial
TRADITION - INNOVATION.
This concept is expressed through the original image of a forest:
craftsmanship arms, of different generation, cling together to form a
multitude of trunks that on one side are firmly rooted to the ground
(Tradition) and on the other ascend to the ethereal foliage (Innovation).
In this sense, the patterns used are not random: the soil, from which
everything originates, is represented by the original cashemire texture in
possession of the Foundation, while the foliage uses the same fantasy
revisited in a new and funny key.

Possible colors of t-shirts starting from the white background

COOPERATION

the PAST

TRADITION & INNOVATION

CRAFTMAN

COLLABORATION
is the Key

The following illustration is based on the concepts of MEETING
and COLLABORATION, to which the Foundation has dedicated
numerous spaces. Protagonist of the design is the long fuchsia
catwalk, symbol and icon of the Foundation, here revived in a
dynamic key.
In the foreground, there are two people talking, whose silhouettes
recreate the profile of a lock, exacly identical to the one at the
bottom of the drawing.
The message is simple but strong: only cooperation and dialogue
are the key to open up new “flowering future”.

